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Roll and Write
a game to practice 
spelling any word
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Teacher’s Notes:
*Use this game to practice  words... spelling words, sight words, color words, number 
words, month words - ANY words!

*My students play this game on iPads (using apps called doodle buddy or paint sparkles 
draw and write) during literacy centers.  You could also use it as a partner activity or a 
whole class practice time if you have enough dice.    

*You could also play it on dry erase slates OR use the included recording sheet (copy 2 
sided to provide lots of space for practice).

*A single die is needed (mine are foam inside a small plastic container).

*My students have sight word cards and spelling cards each week.  They pick a word from 
their card, roll the die and then follow the directions.  You could use words posted in your 
classroom if the students don’t have individual lists.  I also make a set of spelling cards 
for each unit that I put with the Roll and Write instruction sheets.

*This is not an original idea... there are lots of Roll and Write games out there.  I needed 
to adjust the instructions for the game so my beginning readers would have a visual 
reminder of what to do (and not just text).  Maybe your students need this as well. :-)

I hope your students have fun learning to spell words!
Lisa
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Roll and Write Name ______________________
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Thank you for downloading this product!
I hope it was useful! 

Lisa
G
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